
 
(This is the English translation of an original submission in Braille.) 

 
Nature Education for All GmBH  
 
Our views on “protection of endangered species”  
 
Dear panelists: 
 
We are writing for your extra attention on protecting wildlives as a critical response 
to a devastating incident of fire in a rural country in West New Territories province. A 
huge, catastrophic damage and countless causality are expected while the fire is 
consideder criminatory regarding significant commercial interest.  
 
We urge the ministers to investigate the series of incidents and seize the suspects, 
followed by highst charges and punishment possibe.  
 
What we MUST admit is that the loss of life-regardless of which domain, phylum, 
class, order, family, genus, and species they belong to -is _airreversible. Any person 
involving environmental politics must recognise the commitment above before 
engaging with it.  
 
As a matter of fact, we urge the ministries to implement nature education in through 
our everyday life-by learn to respect it.  
 
Most parent in Hong Kong are quite reluctant in educating children with practical 
things bey the texts; they could have never think what they should preserve for 
future generations. We noticed a crop of Mimosa (a.k.a. shameplant or 
touch-me-not) was removed because of a parent complaining over his laddie’s injury 
from that. What we consider shameful is not how could this complain be, but how 
authorities responded to it. Obviously, it is agst a wildlife authority So pledge to 
maneuver agst the interest; the authority has failed to play a vital role in educating 
people with proper knowledge regarding wildlives; this is not a case at all in 
knowledge, China-they will tell people to correct their own mentality before getting 
with them; they declared: “mankind is evolved from them-that’s who your ancestor 
is.  
 
It is intolerable to commit homicide agst innocent life- including human being. 
Reports and coverages revealed a silent  massacre by cutting down numerous 
Bombax, oreacotton trees-upon local councillor’s request. Critique on their 
complaints is omitted; tree may be necessary when road safety would be 
compromised with fruits or any products of trees; yet innocent birds, as habitants, 
are victimised before the roadwork agencies acknowledge their existence.  
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This accident is definitely preventable by “double-check”-a workplace routine you 
shouldn’t forget for life.  
 
There are countless cases of wildlife injustice to dennounce agst current government; 
uncontrolled inland migration, unlimited expenditure giveaways, are nothing but 
posting threats to our valueable wildlifes -they’rd disqualified from survival.  
 
The Nammangwai wildfire is not a fire-It’s a MASSACRE- 
 
Save money, Save time, save lives. 
 
No Chinese border control in West Kowloon International! 
 
Stop ousting our warriors-they’re Ted Hui and Chungtai.  
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